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Abstract— This paper evaluates the performance of a Lesk-like algorithm for Hindi Word Sense Disambiguation 
(WSD). The algorithm uses the similarity between the sense definition and the context of ambiguous word for                       
disambiguation. Three different scoring functions have been investigated for measuring the similarity: direct overlap, 
frequency of matching words and frequency of matching words excluding the target word.  We evaluate the effects of 
context window size, stop word elimination and stemming on Hindi WSD task. We also investigate the effect of num-
ber of senses on Hindi WSD task.  The evaluation has been carried out on a manually created sense inventory consist-
ing of 60 polysemous Hindi nouns. The maximum overall precision of 54.54% was observed for the case when both 
stemming and stop word removal was performed and frequency based scoring excluding the target word was used. 
The best case results in a significant improvement of 10.4% in precision and 21.3% in recall over the baseline perfor-
mance. In general, we obtained decrease in precision with increasing number of senses. 

Index Terms— Hindi word sense disambiguation, Dictionary based Word Sense Disambiguation, Lesk-based Word 
Sense Disambiguation. 
 

I. Introduction 

olysemy is a common property of all natural lan-
guages. Natural languages contain words bearing 

multiple meanings in different context. For example the 
Hindi noun ‘हल’ (hal) may mean solution or ploughing in-
strument, depending on the context. It is quite easy for hu-
man beings to arrive at the correct sense of word without 
even considering all the possible meanings. The words ap-
pearing in the context of an ambiguous word provide useful 
information about the correct sense of the ambiguous word. 
However, to determine the correct sense of an ambiguous 
word automatically is difficult. Word sense disambiguation 
(WSD) is the task of computationally choosing the correct 
sense of a polysemous word in a given context. It has been 
described as an “intermediate task” necessary for most nat-
ural language tasks [7] and has applications in machine 
translation, information retrieval and text categorization.  

The WSD research mainly attempts to utilize the 
nearby context of an ambiguous word - the words appear-
ing into the context or some of their features - to arrive at 
its correct sense. Much of these research focuses on Eng-
lish. The WSD research involving Hindi or other Indian 
languages is constrained by the lack of training and test da-
taset and benchmark. Due to the obvious differences be-
tween Hindi and English, the results obtained on English 
(or other European languages) cannot be generalized for 
Hindi (or Indian languages) without proper evaluation on 
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Hindi data. In this paper, we attempt to evaluate a WSD 
algorithm for Hindi. The basic algorithm used in this work 
is similar to Lesk [10]. Following Vasilescu et al. [21], we 
call it simplified Lesk. We experiment with three different 
scoring functions to measure the similarity between the 
sense definition vector and the context vector and investi-
gate the effects of the context window size, stemming and 
stop word removal on them. We further study the effect of 
number of senses on Hindi WSD task. The rest of the paper 
is organized as follows:  In section II, related work is re-
viewed. In section III, WSD algorithm used in this work is 
discussed. The details of the data set used and the experi-
ments conducted are provided in section IV. Results are 
discussed in section V. Finally, in section VI, we present 
our conclusion. 

II. Related Work 

WSD methods can be broadly categorized into dictionary-
based and corpus-based (supervised and unsupervised) ap-
proaches. Dictionary-based approaches make use of infor-
mation available in machine readable dictionaries, thesauri 
or lexical resources to disambiguate a word [1, 2, 4, 10, 
21]. Corpus-based approaches use a corpus to extract in-
formation useful for disambiguation. Sense-tagged (super-
vised) [3, 9, 11] as well as raw corpora (unsupervised) [12, 
22] have been used for disambiguation. The pioneer work 
in dictionary based approaches was done by Lesk [10] in 
which dictionary definitions were used to disambiguate a 
word. Each lexicon definition was represented as a bag of 
words occurring in the sense definition of target polyse-
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mous word. Another bag of words was formed by extract-
ing all the words occurring in the sense definitions of words 
appearing in the context of ambiguous word. The disam-
biguation was achieved using the overlap between the con-
text bag and the sense bag. Since then  several extensions 
to Lesk’s algorithm have been proposed including [1, 2, 4, 
21]. Banerjee and Pedersen [1] used glosses associated 
with synset and various semantic relations including hyper-
nym, hyponym, holonym, meronym, troponym and attrib-
ute of each word in pair from English WordNet for disam-
biguation. Banerjee and Pedersen [2] explored new meas-
ure of semantic relatedness based on the number of over-
laps in glosses. Their method extended the glosses of the 
concepts by including glosses of other concepts related us-
ing a concept hierarchy. Gaona et al. [4] used the word co-
occurrences of the gloss and the context information for 
disambiguation. Vasilescu et al. [21] performed compara-
tive evaluation of original Lesk algorithm, Lesk algorithm 
adapted to Wordnet and some variants of Lesk algorithm. 

For Hindi language WSD reported work includes [8, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Sinha et al. [20] employed a 
Lesk like algorithm for sense disambiguation. The sense 
bag was created by utilizing extended sense definitions 
comprising of synonyms, glosses, example sentences, and 
glosses and example sentences of hypernyms, hyponyms 
and meronyms of target polysemous noun. Context bag 
was created utilizing the nearby words of target polyse-
mous noun. The overlap was computed between sense bag 
and context bag and the sense which maximized the score 
was assigned as winner sense. The evaluation was made on 
Hindi Corpora provided by Central Institute of Indian lan-
guages (CIIL) and accuracy values ranging from 40% to 
70% was achieved. Khapra et al. [8] studied domain spe-
cific WSD, exploring dominant senses of words in specific 
domains for disambiguation. Nouns, adjectives and ad-
verbs were extracted for English, Hindi and Marathi lan-
guages and they achieved an accuracy of 65% on F1-score 
for all the three languages. Singh et al. [19] explored Lea-
cock Chodorow semantic relatedness measure for Hindi 
WSD. They obtained an overall average accuracy of 
60.65% using this measure. Singh et al. [18] investigated 
Naïve Bayes classifier for Hindi WSD. They utilized rich 
features including local context, collocation, unordered list 
of words, nouns and vibhaktis. Singh and Siddiqui [17] 
studied the role of  hypernym, hyponym, holonym and 
meronym relations in Hindi WSD. They obtained maxi-
mum improvement for single semantic relation using hy-
ponym, resulting in      overall improvement of 9.86% in 
precision. In [15], Singh and Siddiqui explored three WSD 
algorithms utilizing corpus statistics for Hindi WSD. The 
first algorithm utilized sense definitions and a sense tagged 
training corpus for performing disambiguation. The second 
algorithm utilized conditional probability of co-occurring 
words and phrases for disambiguation. The third algorithm 
was based on classification information model. Singh and 
Siddiqui [14] described the construction and details of 
Sense Annotated Hindi Corpus, a linguistic resource for 
Lexical Sample Hindi WSD task. In [16], Singh and Sid-
diqui attempted to capture the underlying similarity be-
tween the context and the sense definition in the presence 

of morphological variations. They observed 9.24% im-
provement in precision over the baseline on a small data 
set   comprising 10 polysemous Hindi nouns. In this work, 
we have used frequency based scoring in addition to direct 
overlap. Moreover evaluation has been done on a sense an-
notated Hindi corpus consisting of 60 polysemous Hindi 
nouns.  

III. WSD Algorithm 

The WSD algorithm used in this work is simplified Lesk 
algorithm and is given in Fig. 1. The context vector is 
matched with extended sense definition. The extended 
sense definition consists of synsets, glosses and example 
sentences of polysemous word. The winner sense is the one 
having maximum overlap. The context of the target word 
is defined by the set of words appearing in a ± n window 
with the target word in the middle. The size of the context 
vector for a window size of n is 2n+1.  

In order to study the effects of window size, test runs 
are conducted by varying the size from 5 to 25 in steps of 
5. In order to study the effects of stemming we apply stem-
ming on the sense definition and the context vector. Three 
different variants of scoring functions are used for measur-
ing the similarity between the context vector and the sense 
definition vector. In the first, we use direct overlap, i.e., the 
number of matching words, for disambiguation. The se-
cond uses sum of the frequency of matching words. The 
third variant excludes the target word from the matching 
process. This was done in order to avoid disambiguating a 
word based on its own occurrence. In the rest of the paper 
we refer to these variants as Direct Overlap (DO), Fre-
quency based Scoring (FS) and frequency-based scoring 
eXcluding target word (FX). 

WSD algorithm 
1. (a) Create context vector (C) consisting of all the words in a fixed 
window size n keeping the ambiguous word in the middle (Case 1).        
or (b) Perform stemming on the sense definitions and test instances 
and then create context vector as in 1(a) (Case 2).                            
or (c) Remove stop words from sense definitions and from the test 
instances and then create context vector as discussed in 1(a) (Case 3).                                                              
or (d) Remove stop words and perform stemming on the sense defini-
tions and test instances and then create context vector as in 1(a) (Case 
4). 
2. for i = 1 to number of senses do 

    Create sense definition vector for sense i of the target word (Si).   
    Scorei ß similarity (C, Si)     

3. return Si for which score is maximum.  
 

Computing score (Direct Overlap): 
Similarity (C, S) // C is context vector & S is sense definition vector 
sense_score ß 0 
for each word w in C 

if  w is in S 
sense_score = sense_score +1  

return sense_score 
 

Computing score (Frequency-based Scoring): 
Similarity (C, S) // C is context vector & S is sense definition vector 
sense_score ß 0 
for each word  w in C 

wcount ß frequency of w in S 
sense_score = sense_score + wcount  

return sense_score 
Fig.1 WSD Algorithm 
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IV. Data Set and Experiment 

a. Data Set 

One of the major hindrances for research in WSD of Hindi 
and Indian languages is lack of availability of standard 
sense tagged corpora for evaluation. Hence in order to eval-
uate the proposed algorithm, we created a Sense Annotated 
Hindi Corpus [13] containing 60 polysemous nouns (Table 
I). The Sense annotated Hindi corpus is available at Indian 
Language Technology Proliferation and Deployment Cen-
tre of Technology Development for Indian Languages 
(TDIL) portal. The sense inventory was derived from Hindi 
WordNet [6]. The contexts of ambiguous words were col-
lected from Internet and Hindi Corpus [5] available at Cen-
tre for Indian Language Technology (CFILT), Indian Insti-
tute of Technology (IIT) Bombay. There are a total of 7506 
test instances. The detail of the construction, translation, 
transliteration and statistics of the Sense Annotated Hindi 
Corpus is given in [14, 15]. The performance is measured 
in terms of precision and recall. Precision is defined as the 
ratio of the correctly disambiguated instances and total 
number of test instances answered for a word. Recall is de-
fined as the ratio of the correctly disambiguated instances 
and the total number of test instances to be answered for a 
word. 

Table 1. Sense Annotated Hindi Corpus 
Number 
of Senses 

Number of 
words 

Word 

  2 36 a"ोक (ashok), क%ड (kaand),  कोटा 
(kotaa), i*या (kriyaa), ग-.ा (galla), 
गuना (guna), गu1 (guru), 2ाम (gram), 
घटना (ghatnaa), च6दा (chanda), चारा 
(chaaraa), जीना (jeena), ;ठ (jeth), 
ड=बा (dabba), डाक (dak), ढा. (dhal), 
तान (taan), ताव (tao), iत. (til), तीर 
(teer), तu.सी (tulsi), दC (daksh), दर 
(dar), दाद (daad), दाम (daam), धन 
(dhan), धuन (dhun), बा. (baal), माEग 
(maang), .ा. (laal), iवiध (vidhi), Fर 
(sher), सीमा (seema), सोना (sona), ह. 
(hal), हार (haar) 

  3 19 a6ग (ang), a6" (ansh), aच. (achal), 
उIर (uttar), कदम (kadam), कमान (ka-
maan), कu6भ (kumbh), LवाMर (quarter), 
Nान (khan), चरO (charan), P. (tel), 
थान (thaan), फ. (phal), मत (mat), माSा 
(maatraa), वचन (vachan), वगT (varg), 
स6*मO (sankraman), स6ब6ध (sam-

bandh) 
  4 3 क.म (kalam), धारा (dhaaraa), मU. 

(mool) 
  5 2 चा. (chaal), टीका (tika) 

b. Experiments and Results 

In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm and study the 
effects of stop word removal and stemming we perform 
four test runs for each variant of the algorithm. These test 
runs correspond to the following four cases: 

(i)  Without stop word removal and without Stemming 
(Case 1) 
(ii)  With stemming (Case 2) 
(iii) With stop word removal (Case 3) 
(iv) With stemming and stop word removal (Case 4)  

Each test run is conducted by varying context window 
size from 5 to 25 in steps of 5. The baseline corresponds to 
direct overlap between the context and the sense definition 
(Case 1). Test run 2 performs stemming on both the context 
and the sense definitions (Case 2).  In test run 3, we try to 
evaluate the effect of stop words in disambiguation. Hence, 
we create context vectors after dropping stop words (Case 
3). Test run 4 uses both stemming and stop word removal 
(Case 4). For each variant of the algorithm, precision and 
recall values were computed for all the 60 nouns for each 
of the four cases on context window size of 5, 10, 15, 20 
and 25. Context vectors of window size 10 for an instance 
of Hindi noun ‘हल’ (hal) as given in Fig. 2 for all four cases 
are given in Fig. 3. 

 
उVहoX कहा iक यiद इ.ाहाबाद हाईकोM की .Nनऊ पीठ ] ^_" को ही मा` तो 
Vयाया.य X iववाiदत aथ. ] एक iतहाई iहac को मuस.मानo को _X का ^_" iदया 
d । इस बीच मuिa.म पC ] इस वयोवgh पCकार c रiववार को बातचीत c मामi ] ह. 
] पjरोकार aवका" kाlत Vयायाधी" प.क बसu X भी मu.ाकात की । बसu ] aनuसार 
सu.ह-समmौP c मसi ] ह. का कोई kयास oोड़ा नहq जाना चाiहए । 
{unhone kaha ki yadi allahabad highcourt ki lucknow peeth ke aadesh ko 
hi mane toh nayayalaya ne vivadit sathal ke ek tihai hisse ko musalmaano 
ko dene ka aadesh diya hai. Is beech muslim paksh ke is vayovradh paksh-
kaar se ravivaar ko baatcheet se maamle ke hal ke pairokaar avkaash prapt 
nayaayaadeesh palak basu ne bhi mulakaat ki. Basu ke anusaar sulah-sam-
jhaute se masle ke hal ka koi prayas chora nahi jana chahiye} 

Fig.2 Instance of ‘ह.’ (hal) 

 
Case 1: [इस, वयोवgh, पCकार, c, रiववार, को, बातचीत, c, मामi, ], ह., ], 

पjरोकार, aवका", kाlत, Vयायाधी", प.क, बसu, X, भी, मu.ाकात]  

[is, vayovradh, pakshkaar, se, ravivaar, ko, baatcheet, se, maamle, ke, 

hal, ke, pairokaar, avkaash, prapt, nayaayaadeesh, palak, basu, ne, bhi, 

mulakaat] 

Case 2: [इस, वयोवgh, पCकार, स, रiववार, क, बातचीत, स, माम., क, ह., क, 

पjरोकार, aवका", kाlत, Vयायाधी", प.क, बस, न, भ, मu.ाकात]  

[is, vayovradh, pakshkaar, s, ravivaar, k, baatcheet, s, maaml, k, hal, k, 

pairokaar, avkaash, prapt, nayaayaadeesh, palak, bas, n, bh, mulakaat] 

Case 3: [iहac, मuस.मानo, ^_", मuिa.म, पC, वयोवgh, पCकार, रiववार, बातचीत, 

मामi, ह., पjरोकार, aवका", kाlत, Vयायाधी", प.क, बसu, मu.ाकात, बसu, aनuसार, 

सu.ह]  

[hisse, musalmaano, aadesh, muslim, paksh, vayovradh, pakshkaar, ra-

vivaar, baatcheet, maamle, hal, pairokaar, avkaash, prapt,  nayaayaa-

deesh, palak, basu, mulakaat, basu, anusaar, sulah] 

Case 4: [iहaस, मuस.मान, ^_", मuिa.म, पC, वयोवgh, पCकार, रiववार, बातचीत, 
माम., ह., पjरोकार, aवका", kाlत, Vयायाधी", प.क, बस, मu.ाकात, बस, aनuसार, 
सu.ह] 
[hiss, musalmaan, aadesh, muslim, paksh, vayovradh, pakshkaar, ra-
vivaar, baatcheet, maaml, hal, pairokaar, avkaash, prapt, nayaayaa-
deesh, palak, bas, mulakaat, bas, anusaar, sulah] 

Fig.3 Context vector for case 1, 2, 3 and 4 for window size 10 
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Table II and III shows the average precision and recall 
for 60 words averaged over context window size of 5, 10, 
15, 20 and 25 for each case and variant. Table IV and V 
shows the average precision and recall for 60 words with 
respect to the context window size for each case and vari-
ant. In Sense Annotated Hindi Corpus, we have words hav-
ing senses ranging from 2 to 5.  There are 36 words having 
2 senses, 19 words having 3 senses, 3 words having 4 
senses and 2 words having 5 senses. Table VI and VII 
shows the average precision and recall of words with re-
spect to the number of senses for each case and variant. 
 

Table 2. Average Precision (Over 60 Words) 
variant Precision 

 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 
DO 0.4743 0.4896 0.4787 0.5165 
FS 0.4845 0.4825 0.4913 0.5195 
FX 0.4940 0.4761 0.5064 0.5454 

 
Table 3. Average Recall (Over 60 Words) 

variant Recall 
 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 
DO 0.4288 0.4870 0.4336 0.5135 
FS 0.4369 0.4802 0.4410 0.5167 
FX 0.4469 0.4736 0.4578 0.5421 

 
Table 4. Average Precision (Over 60 Words) With  

Respect To Context Window Size 
  Precision 

 
Var
iant 

Context Window Size 
 
5              10                15               20             25 

Case 1 DO 0.4292 0.4610 0.4799 0.4978 0.5038 
FS 0.4618 0.4703 0.4865 0.4984 0.5053 
FX 0.4626 0.4839 0.4949 0.5099 0.5186 

Case 2 DO 0.4364 0.4804 0.4955 0.5167 0.5191 
FS 0.4726 0.4843 0.4879 0.4842 0.4834 
FX 0.4626 0.4757 0.4822 0.4799 0.4804 

Case 3 DO 0.3699 0.4490 0.4959 0.5258 0.5526 
FS 0.4321 0.4703 0.4996 0.5200 0.5342 
FX 0.3944 0.4707 0.5217 0.5583 0.5867 

Case 4 DO 0.4137 0.4868 0.5291 0.5634 0.5897 
FS 0.4567 0.4995 0.5281 0.5510 0.5623 
FX 0.4467 .05075 0.5570 0.5957 0.6200 

 
Table 5. Average Recall (Over 60 Words) With Respect 

To Context Window Size 
  Recall 

Var-
iant 

Context Window Size 
 5            10             15             20             25 

Case 1 DO 0.3905 0.4190 0.4329 0.4476 0.4541 
FS 0.4179 0.4248 0.4383 0.4479 0.4555 
FX 0.4202 0.4391 0.4478 0.4595 0.4678 

Case 2 DO .04342 0.4779 0.4928 0.5140 0.5164 
FS 0.4706 0.4819 0.4856 0.4819 0.4810 
FX 0.4600 0.4732 0.4797 0.4774 0.4778 

Case 3 DO 0.3394 0.4065 0.4473 0.4750 0.4996 
FS 0.3900 0.4224 0.4473 0.4663 0.4790 

FX 0.3595 0.4252 0.4704 0.5039 0.5302 
Case 4 DO 0.4112 0.4838 0.5260 0.5602 0.5863 

FS 0.4542 0.4968 0.5253 0.5481 0.5593 
FX 0.4442 0.5044 0.5537 0.5922 0.6163 

 
Table 6. Average Precision With Respect To Number Of 

Senses 
 Precision 

Number of Senses 

 variant 2 3 4 5 

Case 1 DO 0.5337 0.4077 0.3154 0.2751 

FS 0.5368 0.4276 0.3356 0.3062 

FX 0.5470 0.4317 0.3842 0.2961 

Case 2 DO 0.5428 0.4255 0.3928 0.2870 

FS 0.5471 0.4135 0.3145 0.2270 

FX 0.5369 0.4085 0.3107 0.2731 

Case 3 DO 0.4860 0.4765 0.4514 0.4081 

FS 0.5548 0.4189 0.3059 0.3130 

FX 0.5182 0.4861 0.5566 0.4108 

Case 4 DO 0.5332 0.4898 0.5440 0.4296 

FS 0.5773 0.4391 0.4406 0.3623 

FX 0.5676 0.5080 0.6424 0.3557 
 

Table 7. Average Recall With Respect To Number Of 
Senses 

 Recall 

Number of Senses 

 variant 2 3 4 5 

Case 1 DO 0.4772 0.3795 0.2960 0.2260 

FS 0.4797 0.3943 0.3243 0.2386 

FX 0.4914 0.3965 0.3689 0.2395 

Case 2 DO 0.5401 0.4238 0.3840 0.2870 

FS 0.5445 0.4113 0.3142 0.2270 

FX 0.5341 0.4060 0.3096 0.2731 

Case 3 DO 0.4345 0.4412 0.4216 0.3617 

FS 0.4910 0.3882 0.2924 0.2653 

FX 0.4630 0.4486 0.5186 0.3612 

Case 4 DO 0.5303 0.4875 0.5320 0.4296 

FS 0.5743 0.4369 0.4341 0.3623 

FX 0.5645 0.5055 0.6302 0.3557 

V. Discussion 

As shown in Table II, case 4 outperforms for all the scoring 
functions. The maximum observed precision of 0.5454 cor-
responds to the case when both stemming and stop word 
elimination is applied (case 4) and frequency based scoring 
excluding the target word is used. The average precision 
(over all the words) for case 4 for direct overlap is 0.5165, 
which is 8.89% increase in precision over the baseline. The 
average precision (over all the words) for case 4, for fre-
quency based scoring is 0.5195, which is 7.22% increase 
in precision over the baseline. The average precision (over 
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all the words) for case 4 for frequency based scoring ex-
cluding target word is 0.5454, which is 10.4% increase in 
precision over the baseline. The stop word elimination al-
lows for more      content words to contribute in disambig-
uation and stemming reduces morphological variants of 
these words to root forms thereby increasing the chances 
of overlap. 

The results in Table IV suggest that increasing the size 
of context window in general improves the chances of cor-
rect disambiguation. This is because a larger window          
increases the number of content words some of which may 
be strong indicator of a particular sense. However, in some 
cases a drop in performance is observed. A word by word 
analysis suggests that this is due to the increased frequency 
of stop words in the context. As can be seen in Table IV, 
FX performs better in all the cases except case 2. In case 2 
only stemming is applied which reduces morphological 
variations of words like ‘के’ (kay), ‘की’ (ki), ‘का’ (ka) and 
‘को’ (ko) to same stem ‘क’ (k). A drop in accuracy is ob-
served due to the increased match of karakas. In case 4 stop 
words are removed hence this problem does not occur. 

The results in Table VI suggest that increasing the num-
ber of senses in general decreases the chances of correct 
disambiguation. We obtained maximum precision for 
words having 2 senses. We further obtained decrease in 
precision as the number of senses is increased with few ex-
ceptions. In case 4, we observed maximum average preci-
sion of 64.24% for words having 4 senses using frequency 
based scoring                 excluding target word. In case 4, 
both stemming and stop word removal have been applied. 
So, the context vector for this case constituted of words, 
which are strong indicator of a particular senses. The aver-
age precision observed in case 4 for words having 2 senses 
using frequency based scoring excluding target word is 
56.76%, which is slightly lower as compared to average 
precision for words having 4 senses. One possible reason 
is in sense annotated Hindi Corpus there are only 3 words 
having 4 senses whereas the words having 2 senses are 36. 

VI. Conclusion 

In this paper, we evaluated the effect of context window 
size, stop word elimination and stemming on three variants 
of simplified Lesk algorithm for Hindi WSD. We further 
evaluated the effect of number of senses on Hindi WSD 
task. The maximum precision was observed for the case 
when both stemming and stop word elimination is per-
formed. Stop word elimination results in more number of 
content words in context vector and stemming improves 
the chances of overlap by reducing the morphological var-
iants of these words to the same stem.  The content words 
thus become the dominant contributor to the score which 
otherwise is dominated by stop words. This results in im-
proved accuracy. The increase in accuracy due to increase 
in context window size is also due to similar reasons. In 
general, the disambiguation accuracy decreases with the 
increasing number of senses. 
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